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(57) ABSTRACT 

A remote operation system includes a server and a client. In 
the server, a video-audio data conversion-into-common 
format section converts data in a format unique to applica 
tion Software into data in a common format. A video-audio 
distributing section outputs audio-accompanying video data 
and moving-picture area data from the data in the common 
format. A section, which processes the transmission of the 
data of audio-accompanying moving-picture, adds a syn 
chronizing data to video data and audio data, thereby obtain 
ing a data stream. A video-audio data converting section 
outputs data including the moving-picture area data, opera 
tion-related audio display data. A remote control section 
outputs this data and the data stream. The client controls the 
application Software of the server in response to an operation 
related to the video and the audio obtained from those data. 
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FIG. 2 
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FIG. 3 
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WIRELESS REMOTE OPERATION SYSTEM 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a wireless remote opera 
tion system including a server and a client who remotely 
operates the server by radio, more particularly it relates to a 
wireless remote operation system in which the client can 
Smoothly reproduce an audio-accompanying moving picture 
supplied from the server. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A wireless remote operation system including a server and 
a client has been widely used in enterprises. The “remote 
desk-top' proposed by Microsoft Inc. is one of them. A 
conventional wireless remote operation system represented 
by the “remote desk-top' is described hereinafter with 
reference to FIG. 12, FIGS. 13-16. 

FIGS. 12A and 12B show structures of the conventional 
wireless remote operation system. FIG. 12A shows a struc 
ture of server 101, and FIG. 12B shows a structure of 
hardware at client. 

First, the hardware structure of the server is described. In 
server 101, central processing unit 102 controls the overall 
SeVe. 

First memory 103, in general uses DRAM and works as 
a main memory for storing data. Second memory 104, in 
general, uses a hard-disc and works as an external memory 
for storing an OS and applications. Third memory 105 uses 
replaceable recording media such as a compact disc (CD) or 
a digital versatile disc (DVD) and works as a sub-memory 
for storing picture data and music data. 

Display 106 displays an on-screen control panel or pro 
cessed data on a cathode ray tube (CRT) or a liquid crystal 
display (LCD). Communicator 107 communicates with the 
outside through a modem or local area network (LAN) 
board. Radio section 108 communicates with client 121 by 
radio. 

Input controller 109 controls input devices such as a 
keyboard and a mouse coupled to controller 109. Moving 
picture generator 110 generates moving pictures, and audio 
output section 111 reproduces audio-data through a speaker. 
Power supply 112 powers respective elements of server 101. 
Power switch 113 turns power-supply 112 on or off. Bus 114 
includes and power lines coupling the foregoing elements 
with each other. 

Next, the hardware structure of client 121 is described. 
CPU 122 controls an overall operation of client 121. Display 
123 displays a picture on a CRT or an LCD. Radio section 
124 communicates with radio section 108 of server 101 via 
radio communication route. 

Both of radio-sections 108 and 124 of server 101 and 
client 121 use a communication method in accordance with 
the allowing standard as a protocol: e.g., IEEE802.11a 
having max. transfer rate of 54 MB/sec in 5 GHz band or 
IEEE802.11b having max. transfer rate of 11 MB/sec in 2.5 
GHz band. 

Input controller 125 controls input devices such as a 
keyboard and a mouse coupled to controller 125. Audio 
output section 126 reproduces audio-data Supplied from 
server 101 through a speaker. Power supply 127 powers 
respective elements of client 121 to work properly. Power 
switch 128 turns power-supply 127 on or off: Bus 129 
includes signal-lines and power lines coupling the foregoing 
elements with each other. 
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2 
An operation of the conventional wireless remote opera 

tion system is described with reference to FIGS. 13-16. FIG. 
13 illustrates a displaying operation by the server alone in 
the conventional wireless remote operation system. Display 
ing the data of application software 131 is described here 
inafter. This application software 131 handles both of the 
data of audio-accompanying moving picture which has a 
data-format unique to each application software, and the 
data of operation-related audio and display which has a data 
format common to the system. 
The common data format of data 132 of operation-related 

audio and display largely depends on the hardware so that 
the hardware can be operated with ease. The audio data 
format generally uses the pulse code modulation (PCM) 
format. The display data-format generally uses the RGB 
format that displays each one of pixels of a picture with an 
intensity of three primary colors, ie., red (R), green (G) and 
blue (B). 

Application software 131 outputs data 132 of operation 
related audio and display directly to video-audio reproduc 
ing block 138. Data 133 of audio-accompanying moving 
picture supplied from software 131 is converted by video 
audio conversion-into-common-format block 134 into data 
137 of video-audio in common format, then id to video 
audio reproducing block 138. 

Conversion-into-common-format block 134 has indepen 
dent decoding modules corresponding to the respective 
unique formats in order to receive audio-accompanying 
moving picture data in a unique format and to convert the 
data of audio and video into those in the common format 
within the system. 

Video-audio reproducing block 138 reproduces the data of 
Video-audio Supplied in the common format, and outputs 
video data 139 on display 106 as well as audio data 140 to 
audio-output section 111. 

In the case of displaying moving pictures, operation 
related background picture 106b, which shows buttons for 
reproducing back or halting the moving pictures, and mov 
ing picture 106c are displayed on display screen 106a of 
display 106. Output sound 111a supplied from audio-output 
section 111 includes operation-related sound 111b such as 
alarm for user's operation-error and moving-picture related 
Sound 111c Such as background music and Voice accompany 
the moving picture. 

FIG. 14 illustrates a remote displaying operation in the 
conventional wireless remote operation system. Application 
software 131 of server 101 outputs data 132 of operation 
related audio and display directly to video-audio converting 
bloc 141 used for remote operation. Data 133 of audio 
accompanying moving-picture Supplied from application 
software 131 is converted by video-audio conversion-into 
common-format block 134 into video-audio data 137 in 
common-format, then fed into video-audio converting block 
141 to be used or remote operation. 

Video-audio converting block 141 converts video-audio 
data 137 in the common format and operation-related audio 
display data 132 into video-audio data 142 for remote 
operation and transmitted between server 101 and client 
121, and outputs data 142 to remote control block 143. 
Remote control block 143 of server 101 includes a 

coupling status monitor, a radio communicator, and a com 
mand analyzer, although those elements are not shown in 
FIG. 14. The coupling-status monitor monitors the coupling 
statuses in client 121. The radio communicator transmits and 
receives commands and display data to and from client 121. 
The command analyzer analyzes the command Supplied 
from client 121 and starts an application of server 101. 
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Remote control block 143 of server 101 transmits video 
audio data 142 used for remote operation to client 121 via 
radio section 108. 

Remote control block 145 of client 121 receives data 146 
of video-audio used for remote operation from server 101 
via radio section 124 and outputs it to video-audio repro 
ducing block 147 used for remote operation Block 147 
reproduces data 146 Supplied. 
The video data for remote operation out of output 148 is 

output on display 123 and displayed as displayed-picture 
123a on which operation-related around picture image 123b, 
moving-picture image 123c are Superimposed. Audio data 
for remote operation out of output 148 is output to audio 
output section 126, and reproduced as output Sound 126a on 
which operation-related 126b and picture-related sound 
126c are Superposed. 
The foregoing video and audio are included in output 148, 

thus the data amount of output 148 is so huge. FIG. 15 
details the operation of the server in the conventional 
wireless remote operation system. 

Application software 131 outputs data 133 of audio 
accompanying moving picture in a format unique to respec 
tive applications to audio-accompanying video data sepa 
rating block 134a of video-audio conversion-into-common 
format block 134. Block 134a separates data 133 into audio 
data 135 in its original format and video data 136 in its 
original format, and outputs audio data 135 to audio-data 
conversion-into-common-format block 134b, and outputs 
Video data 136 to video-data converting-into-common-for 
mat block 134c. 

Converting block 134b converts audio data 135 into PCM 
audio data 137a, and outputs it to audio data converting 
block 141a of video-audio converting block 141. Video-data 
converting-into-common-format block 134c converts video 
data 136 in the original format into video data 137b in RGB 
format or YUV format as the common format, and outputs 
it to video-data converting block 141b. Selection of RGB or 
YUV format as the common format can be done with format 
control signal 144 supplied from block 141b. 

Audio-data converting block 141a synthesizes operation 
related audio data 132a in PCM format and audio data 137a 
in PCM format, and converts the synthesized data into audio 
data 142a to be used for remote operation in PCM format, 
then output converted audio data 142a to remote control 
block 143. Audio data 142a is transmitted by radio to client 
121. 

Video-data converting block 141b synthesizes operation 
related display data 132b in RGB format and video-data 
137b in RGB format, and converts the synthesized data into 
video data 142b in RGB format to be used for remote 
operation, then outputs data 142b to remote control block 
143 of the server. Data 142b is transmitted to client by radio. 
Block 143 of server 101 synthesizes audio data 142a in PCM 
format and video data 142b in RGB format, and transmits 
the synthesized data to client 121 by radio as video-audio 
data to be used for remote operation. 

FIG. 16 details the operation done by client 121 in the 
conventional wireless remote operation system. Remote 
control block 145 separates the video-audio data for remote 
operation supplied from server 101 into audio data 146a for 
remote operation in PCM format and video data 146b or 
remote operation in RGB format. Block 145 outputs audio 
data 146a to audio reproducing block 147a of video-audio 
reproducing block 147 to be used or remote operation as 
well as outputs video data 146b to video reproducing block 
147E. 
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4 
Audio reproducing block 147a reproduces audio data 

146a, and outputs audio data 148a to audio output section 
126. Video reproducing block 147b reproduces video data 
146b, and outputs video data 148b in RGB format to display 
123. 

In this conventional wireless remote operation system, 
when moving pictures are transmitted to the client from the 
server, an amount of data to be transmitted is so huge that the 
present transmission bandwidth is sometimes not enough to 
carry the data. At the client, the data amount received is so 
huge that the moving pictures sometimes cannot be repro 
duced Smoothly. 

Further, picture data of huge amount and audio-data of 
Small amount are separately transmitted, so that a time 
difference happens between the picture data and the audio 
data because the picture data needs more time to process 
than the audio data corresponding to the picture data. 
The conventional wireless remote operation system is 

largely influenced by whether or not a data format of moving 
picture and a compression method are on public view, and 
the presence of private formats possibly prevents a unified 
system from being established. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention aims to provide a wireless remote 
operation system that can Smoothly reproduce audio-accom 
panying moving pictures Supplied from a server at a client 
with the pictures synchronized with the sound. The system 
of the present invention includes the server and the client. 
The server handles application software and includes the 

following elements: 
a video-audio conversion-into-common-format section 

for receiving audio-accompanying moving picture data 
in a format unique to respective application software 
and Supplied from the application Software, and con 
Verting the data into video-audio data in common 
format thin the system, then outputting the data; 

a video-audio distributing section for receiving the video 
audio data in common format, and outputting data of 
audio-accompanying moving picture and data of mov 
ing-picture area which includes data corresponding to 
the moving picture of the audio-accompanying video 
data as a predetermined data; 

a section that processes the transmission of audio-accom 
panying video data for receiving the data of audio 
accompanying video, adding synchronizing data that 
synchronizes audio to video, compressing the data into 
a data-stream including data about audio and video 
before outputting the data-stream: 

a video-audio converting section for obtaining data of 
operation-related display-audio to be used for remote 
operation by adding the data of moving-picture area to 
operation-related display-audio data obtainable from 
the application Software; 

a first remote controller for receiving the data of opera 
tion-related display-audio to be used for remote opera 
tion and the data stream before outputting them; and 

a client for receiving the data of operation-related display 
audio to be used or remote operation and the data 
stream Supplied from the server, and reproducing video 
and audio to be used for remote operation, and con 
trolling the application Software in the server in 
response to user's operation related to those video and 
audio to be used for remote operation. 

Further at the client, a second remote controller receives 
data from the first remote controller, and outputs the data of 
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operation-related display-audio to be used for remote opera 
tion and the data stream. Audio-accompanying moving 
picture reproducing processing section receives the data 
stream, decodes and outputs the decoded data with the video 
and the audio synchronized. 
The foregoing structure allows the server to distribute the 

application Software of audio-accompanying moving-pic 
ture data to clients independently, and also allows the clients 
to control the application Software in the server indepen 
dently through remote operation. 
The audio-accompanying moving-picture data is com 

pressed by, e.g., MPEG 2, so that the data amount to be 
transmitted is reduced, which lightens the load applied to a 
transmission bandwidth. As a result, Smooth drawing at the 
client can be expected. In order to synchronize video with 
audio at reproducing, moving-picture data and its related 
audio-data are transmitted to the client as the data accom 
panied by synchronizing-data. An out of sync. in reproduc 
ing the data at the client can be thus prevented. 

Further, the present invention can provide a system in 
response to any methods of compression and any formats of 
data regardless of public or private. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1A shows a hardware structure of a server of a 
wireless remote operation system of the present invention. 

FIG. 1B shows a hardware structure at a client of a 
wireless remote operation system of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 shows a functional block diagram illustrating a 
remote displaying function and a remote operating function 
of a server in a wireless remote operation system in accor 
dance with a first exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 3 shows a functional block diagram illustrating a 
remote displaying function and a remote operating function 
at the client in accordance with the first exemplary embodi 
ment. 

FIGS. 4A and 4B show functional block diagrams illus 
trating a remote display operation of the server in the 
wireless remote operation system in accordance with the 
first exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 5 shows a functional block diagram detailing an 
audio-accompanying moving-picture transmitting block in 
accordance with the first exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 6 shows a functional block diagram detailing a 
remote displaying function and a remote operating function 
at the client in accordance with a second exemplary embodi 
ment. 

FIG. 7 shows a functional block diagram illustrating a 
remote displaying function and a remote operating function 
of a server in a wireless remote operation system in accor 
dance with the second exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 8 shows a functional block diagram illustrating a 
remote displaying function and a remote operating function 
at the client in accordance with the second exemplary 
embodiment. 

FIGS. 9A and 9B show functional block diagrams illus 
trating a remote display operation of the server in accor 
dance with the second exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 10 shows a functional block diagram detailing an 
audio-accompanying moving-picture transmission process 
ing block in accordance with the second exemplary embodi 
ment. 
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6 
FIG. 11 shows a functional block diagram illustrating a 

remote display function at the client in accordance with the 
second exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 12A shows a functional block diagram illustrating a 
hardware structure of a server of a conventional wireless 
remote operation system. 

FIG. 12B shows a functional block diagram illustrating a 
hardware structure at the client of the conventional wireless 
remote operation system. 

FIG. 13 shows a functional block diagram illustrating a 
display operation of the server alone in the conventional 
wireless remote operation system. 

FIG. 14 shows functional block diagram illustrating a 
remote display operation of the conventional wireless 
remote operation system. 

FIG. 15 shows a block diagram detailing an operation of 
the server in the conventional wireless remote operation 
system. 

FIG. 16 shows a functional block diagram detailing an 
operation at the client in the conventional wireless remote 
operation system. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Exemplary Embodiment 1 

The first exemplary embodiment is demonstrated herein 
after with reference to accompanying drawings. FIGS. 1A 
and 1B illustrate hardware structures of a server and a client 
of a wireless remote operation system of the present inven 
tion. FIG. 2 illustrates a remote display function and a 
remote operation function of the server in the wireless 
remote operation system in accordance with the first 
embodiment. FIG. 3 illustrates a remote display function and 
a remote operation function at client. 

In server 1, central processing unit 2 controls the overall 
server. First memory 3 uses a dynamic random access 
memory (DRAM) and works as a main memory for storing 
data. Second memory 4 uses a hard-disc and works as an 
external memory for storing an operating system (OS) and 
applications. Third memory 5 uses replaceable recording 
media such as a CD or a DVD and works as a sub-memory 
for Stow video data and music data. 

Display 6 displays an on-screen control panel or pro 
cessed data on a CRT or an LCD. Communicator 7 com 
municates with the outside through a modem or local area 
network (LAN) board. Radio section 8 communicates with 
client 21 by radio. 

Input controller 9 controls input devices such as a key 
board and a mouse coupled to controller 9. Moving-picture 
generator 10 produces moving pictures, and audio-output 
section 11 reproduces audio-data using a speaker. Power 
supply 12 powers respective elements of server 1. Power 
switch 13 turns power-supply 12 on or off. Bus 14 includes 
signal-lines and power lines coupling the foregoing ele 
mentS. 

Next, the hardware structure of client 21 is described. 
Central processing unit 22 controls an overall operation of 
client 21. Display 23 displays a picture on a CRT or an LCD. 
Radio section 24 communicates with radio section 8 of 
server 1 via radio communication route. 

Radio-section 8 of server 1 and radio-section 24 of client 
21 use a communication method in accordance with the 
following method as a protocol, e.g., IEEE802.11a having 
max. transfer rate of 54 MB/sec in 5 GHz band or 
IEEE802.11b having max. transfer rate of 11 MB/sec in 2.5 
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GHz band Input controller 25 controls input devices such as 
a keyboard and a mouse coupled to controller 25. Audio 
output section 26 reproduces audio-data Supplied from 
server 1 through a speaker. Power supply 27 powers respec 
tive elements of client 21 to work properly. Power switch 28 
turns power-supply 27 on or off Bus 29 includes signal-lines 
and power lines coupling the elements. 

Other elements that do not directly relate to the demon 
stration of the present invention are not shown in the 
drawings. 

This embodiment relates to a method of obtaining 
Smoothly moving pictures with sound synchronized to the 
pictures at the client in response to various data of moving 
pictures delivered to server 1 via communicator 7 shown in 
FIG. 1A. In this embodiment, data processing on moving 
pictures delivered from a wide-area network is demon 
strated, where a method of data compression and a data 
format are not on public view and still kept in private. 

In FIG. 2, application software 31 of server 1 outputs data 
32 of operation-related audio and display directly to video 
audio converting block 41 to be used for remote operation. 
Data 33 of audio-accompanying moving-picture Supplied 
from software 31 is converted by video-audio conversion 
into-common-format block 34 into video-audio data 37 in 
common-format, then fed into video-audio distributing 
block 51. 

Various data such as audio data, display data, and video 
data are in formats unique to respective application software, 
and this is called here a unique format. On the other hand, 
the common format refers to a format of data and a signal 
used commonly in the systems, where each one of the 
systems including a server and a client. 
One or a plurality of application software 31 of the server 

have at least audio-accompanying moving-picture data, 
operation-related audio data, operation-related display data 
respectively in a unique format. Among them, operation 
related audio-&splay data 32 is directly output to video 
audio converting block 41 to be used for remote operation. 

Video-audio data converting block 41 converts operation 
related audio-display data 32 into video-audio data 56 to be 
used for remote operation and to be transmitted between the 
server and the client, and outputs data 56 to remote control 
block 43. 

Data 33 of audio-accompanying moving picture in unique 
format is Supplied to video-audio data conversion-into 
common-format block 34, and converted into video-audio 
data 37 in common format. Video-audio distributing block 
51 receives data 37 and outputs audio-accompanying video 
data 53 and moving-picture area data 54. 

In distributing block 51, audio-accompanying video data 
53 is processed into a format easy to be compressed. 
Moving-picture area data 54 indicates a portion correspond 
ing to a displayed portion of moving picture of data 53, so 
that data 54 is generated as a predetermined data to be 
embedded in a data stream. For instance, the following data 
as the predetermined data are embedded into the data stream. 
The data of coordinate that specifies a location and a size 

of displayed portion of the moving picture and the data of 
designated color (Color Key) indicates the displayed portion 
of the moving picture are embedded in the data stream. In 
other words, the moving picture is displayed only at the 
place colored with the designated color. 

Audio-accompanying video data 53 is fed into block 52 
that processes the transmission of the audio-accompanying 
moving-picture data. Data 53 is subject to processing, in 
which its moving-picture and related audio are synchronized 
by Video-audio synchronizing block 52a, for a preparation 
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8 
for being reproduced and output by client 21. Then the 
processed reproduced data is output as data 57. 

Compressing block 52b compresses data 57, and outputs 
compressed data 58 to multiplexing block 52c, which then 
Supplies stream-data 55 of audio-accompanying compressed 
moving-picture to be used for remote operation to remote 
control block 43. 

Video-audio data converting block 41 outputs operation 
related display-audio data 56 to be used for remote operation 
and consisting of only operation related data. The output of 
conversion block 41 does not include the data of moving 
picture per se. 

Transmitting processing block 52 includes video-audio 
synchronizing block 52a, compressing block 52b, and mul 
tiplexing block 52c. Synchronizing block 52a outputs audio 
video data 57 accompanied by synchronizing data so that the 
moving picture and the picture-related audio can be syn 
chronized when the data is reproduced at the client before 
the data is output. 

Audio-video data 57 accompanied by Synchronizing data 
is produced through the following process: Video-audio 
synchronizing block 52a separates the audio data from the 
video data of data 53 at given intervals. In other words, 
block 52a divides data 53 into predetermined data-units, and 
inserts numeric data that work as the synchronizing data into 
the video data and the audio data of the audio-accompanying 
video data 53. To be more specific, flags are provided to the 
Video data and the audio data on a time basis or a frame basis 
in order to bring video into sync. with audio. 

This mechanism allows synchronizing video data and 
audio data at every given data-unit when the data are 
reproduced, namely, the foregoing numeric data is used as a 
mark or synchronizing the video and the audio, so that the 
numeric data works as a stamp for synchronization. 

Compressing block 52b compresses the audio data and the 
video data of audio-video data 57 accompanied by the 
synchronizing data. A well-known technique Such as Mov 
ing Picture Expert Group (MPEG) is used as a compression 
technique. Block 52b outputs compressed audio-video data 
58. 

Multiplexing block 52c has a similar function to video 
audio data converting block 41, and converts the data 
received into a streaming data where the audio data and the 
Video data are included in one stream on a time basis. 
Multiplexing block 52c outputs stream-data 55, for remote 
operation, of audio-accompanying compressed moving 
Video accompanied by the synchronizing data. 
Remote control block 43 interprets operation-related dis 

play-audio data 56 for remote operation as well as stream 
data 55, for remote operation, of audio-accompanying com 
pressed moving-picture with the synchronizing data as an 
independent data respectively, and transmits these two data 
to client 21 via radio section 8. Block 43 includes a 
coupling-status monitor, a radio communicator, and a com 
mand analyzer, although they are not shown in FIG. 2. 
The coupling-status monitor monitors the coupling sta 

tuses in client 21. The radio communicator transmits and 
receives commands and display-data to and from client 21 
via radio section 8. The command analyzer analyzes the 
command Supplied from client 21 and boots an application 
of server 1. 

Block 43 transmits operation-related display-audio data 
56 for remote operation to client 21 via radio section 8. 
At the place of client 21, radio section 24 receives signals 

transmitted from server 1. To be more specific, remote 
control block 45 of client 21 obtains, via radio section 24, 
operation-related display-audio data 56 for remote operation 
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and stream-data 55 of audio-accompanying compressed 
moving-picture for remote operation from server 1. 

Video data 56b out of display-audio data 56 is output on 
display 23 and displayed as display screen 23a, on which 
operation-related background image 23b and moving picture 
image 23c are Superposed. Audio data 56a is output to audio 
output section 26 and reproduced as output Sound 26a, on 
which operation-related Sound 26b and moving picture 
related Sound 26c are Superposed and reproduced. Opera 
tion-related background image 23b and operation-related 
sound 26b are thus obtained. Detailed operation thereofare 
described later. 
A portion corresponding to the moving picture in opera 

tion-related background image 23b, i.e., the data indicating 
the portion corresponding to moving-picture image 23c, has 
been added to server 1 as moving-picture area data 54. 
Therefore, by referring to moving-picture area data 54, the 
portion corresponding to the moving picture is displayed 
together with image 23b within one screen on display 23. 

Stream data 55 of the audio-accompanying compressed 
moving picture is Supplied to audio-accompanying moving 
picture data reproducing processing block 59, which decom 
presses stream data 55, and synchronizes the video data and 
the audio data, then outputs moving-picture-related audio 
data 49 in PCM format and moving-picture-related picture 
data 50. In this case, video data 50 is used for displaying 
moving-video image 23c, and audio data 49 is used for 
producing moving-picture-related Sound 26. 

Remote control block 45 outputs direly operation-related 
display-audio data 56 for remote operation controlled to 
display 23 and audio output section 26. Data 56 includes the 
data to be used for displaying operation-related background 
image 23b on display 23 and the data to be used for 
producing operation-related Sound 26b at audio-output sec 
tion 26. 

Moving-picture image 23C is Superposed on operation 
related background image 23b, and moving-picture-related 
Sound 26c is Superposed on operation-related Sound 26b. 
The Superposition of the moving-picture portion is carried 
out in the following manner: 
(1) Since the moving picture portion has been prepared in a 

given format, this portion is detected at video reproducing 
block 59c in reproducing processing block 59, and a 
display location of the moving picture of data 50 is 
positioned to the place where the moving picture is 
displayed. Video reproducing block 59c will be described 
later. 

or (2) Data of moving-picture display location is added to 
stream data 55 of the audio-accompanying compressed 
moving-picture. 
(3) Display 23 of client 21 shown in FIG. 1 has a memory 

for storing just one displaying screen, thus a given data, 
ie., data 54 to be embedded in moving-picture area, can be 
detected. This detecting function is built in video repro 
ducing block 59c described later, thereby realizing the 
Superposition of the moving picture. 

(4) Remote control block 43 of server 1 can transmit data 
independently to client 21. Thus the information about the 
display location of moving picture is transmitted as an 
independent data to be used for Superposing the moving 
picture on operation-related background image 23b. 
Audio-accompanying moving picture data reproducing 

processing block 59 includes multiplex-separation block 
59a, decoding block 59b, and video reproducing block 59c. 

Demultiplex block 59a releases the process prepared or 
transmission, namely, block 59a separates the stream data, 
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which has been unified to one stream for transmission 
purpose, into compressed audio data and compressed video 
data. Thus compressed audio-video data 60 is obtainable, 
which is equivalent to compressed audio-video data 58 
supplied from compressing block 52b shown in FIG. 2. 

Decoding block 59b converts data 60 into audio-video 
data 61 accompanied by synchronizing data, where data 61 
is equivalent to audio-video data 57 accompanied by Syn 
chronizing data shown in FIG. 2. 

Based on the synchronizing data, video reproducing block 
59c brings moving-picture-related video data 50 in YUV 
format into sync. with moving-picture-related audio data 49 
in PCM format, and outputs data 50 and 49 to display 23 and 
audio output section 26 respectively. 
The foregoing structure allows server 1 to transmit the 

data of audio-accompanying moving-picture and the opera 
tion-related data respectively as independent data to client 
21. Client 21 processes those data as independent data 
respectively, and Superposes those data for displaying an 
operation screen, so that an easy-operation environment is 
provided to a user. 

In this case, it is possible to compress only the audio 
accompanying moving-picture, thus no extra load is applied 
to the transmission band between the client and the server 
for Smoothly reproducing the moving picture. The synchro 
nizing data brings the moving picture into sync with the 
related Sound, so that the moving-picture synchronized with 
the Sound can be reproduced. 
At the place of client 21, the user inputs a command in 

response to the displayed content on display 23, thereby 
remote-controlling server 1. For instance, the user can 
control the application software in server 1 with an appro 
priate command. 
The first embodiment is further described in detail with 

reference to FIGS. 4A, 4B, 5 and 6. FIGS. 4A, 4B detail the 
remote displaying function and the remote operating func 
tion of server 1 in the wireless remote operation system 
shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 5 details block 52 exclusively 
processing the transmission of the audio-accompanying 
motion-picture data shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 6 details the 
remote displaying function and the remote operating func 
tion at the client shown in FIG. 3. In the following descrip 
tions, the elements already described have the same refer 
ence marks and the descriptions thereof are omitted. 

In FIG. 4A, application software 31 outputs data 33 of the 
audio-accompanying moving picture in a format unique to 
respective applications to audio-accompanying video data 
separating block 34a of video-audio conversion-into-com 
mon-format block 34. 

Separating block 34a separates data 33 into audio data 35 
in its original format and video data 36 in its original format, 
and outputs audio data 35 to audio-data conversion-into 
common-format block 34b as well as outputs video data 36 
to video-data converting-into common-format block 34c. 

Audio-data conversion-into-common-format block 34b 
converts audio data 35 into audio data 37a in PCM format, 
and supplies data 37a to audio distributing block 51a which 
processes audio data and belongs to the video-audio distrib 
uting block. Video-data converting-into-common-format 
block 34c converts video data 36 in an original format into 
video data 37b in YUV format (common video format), and 
outputs data 37b to video distributing block 51b. 

In FIG. 4A, video-data converting-into-common-format 
block 34 can select RGB format or YUV format for the 
Video data by using format control signal 44. In this embodi 
ment, video data 37b is supplied from video-data conver 
sion-into-common-format block 34 in YUV format using 
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this function. In the case of compressing moving pictures in 
RGB format, it takes time to process because of a large 
amount of data; however, YUV format omits surplus data 
considering human visual sense, so that its compressed data 
amount is less than that of RGB format with picture quality 
maintained equal to that of RGB format in appearance. Thus 
Video-data conversion-into common-format block 34 to out 
put video data 37b is in YUV format. 

Video-audio distributing block 51 includes audio distrib 
uting bloc 51a and video distributing block 51b. Since the 
audio data has been converted in PCM format by converting 
block 34b, data 37a can be used as it is. Block 51 outputs 
data 37a as moving-picture-related audio data 53a in PCM 
format. 

Video distributing block 51b receives video data 37b in 
YUV format, and outputs moving-picture area data 54 in 
RGB format and moving-picture-related video data 53b in 
YUV format. Using the data indicating an area of the 
moving picture of data 37b in YUV format, block 51b 
produces moving-picture area data 54 in RGB format with 
every data maintained identical. 
As discussed above, the conversion of the data into RGB 

format puts data 54 in the same format as operation-related 
video data 32b in RGB format obtained from application 
software 31. Data 54 and data 32b are thus transmitted as the 
display-data for one screen to video-audio converting block 
41 shown in FIG. 4B. Moving-picture-related video data 53b 
in YUV format is equivalent to video data 37b in YUV 
format. 

Audio-accompanying moving-picture transmission pro 
cessing block 52 receives moving-picture-related audio data 
53a in PCM format and moving-picture-related video data 
53b in YUV format, and produces data stream 55 of audio 
accompanying compressed moving-picture for remote 
operation. 

FIG. 4B shows the structure of server 1 continued from 
FIG. 4A. Video-audio converting block 41 includes audio 
data converting block 41a and video data converting block 
41b. Block 41a outputs operation-related audio data 66a in 
PCM format in which audio data only related to operation 
processed is included. Block 41b receives operation-related 
display data 32b and moving-picture area data 54 in RGB 
format, and outputs operation-related video data 56b in RGB 
format, where data 56b only relates to one operation. As 
previously discussed, area data 54 is a predetermined data 
indicating the portion corresponding to the moving picture. 

Remote control block 43 receives operation-related audio 
data 56a in PCM format for remote operation, operation 
related video data 56b in RGB format, and stream-data 55 of 
audio-accompanying compressed moving-picture where this 
data 55 only handles the portion of moving-picture, then 
outputs those data as an independent data respectively to 
client 21 via radio section 8. 

FIG. 5 details an operation of audio-accompanying mov 
ing-picture data transmission processing block 52. In FIG. 5, 
Video-audio synchronizing block 52a, compressing block 
52b, and multiplexing block 52c perform in the same way as 
discussed in FIG. 2. FIG. 5 shows that the audio data related 
to moving picture and the moving-picture data are processed 
independently in the respective blocks. 

Numeric data are inserted into respective data for bringing 
those data into Sync. with each other, i.e., moving-picture 
related video data 53b in YUV format is synchronized with 
moving-picture-related audio data 53a in PCM format cor 
responding to data 53b. That is, the numeric data for sync. 
are inserted into data 53b and data 63a as sync. data. 
Video-audio synchronizing block 52a thus outputs moving 
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picture-related audio data 57a in PCM format accompanied 
by the synchronizing data and moving-picture-related video 
data 57b in YUV format accompanied by the synchronizing 
data. The synchronizing data is sometimes called a synchro 
nizing stamp. 

Compressing block 52b receives those data, and com 
presses them, then outputs compressed audio data 58a and 
compressed video data 58b. 

Multiplexing block 52c receives those data, and outputs 
stream-data 55 of audio-accompanying compressed moving 
picture. Data 55 is a streaming data along the time axis. 

FIG. 6 details client 21. Remote-display and operating 
function block 45x is included within remote control block 
45, and block 45x can be an external independent block 
coupled to control block 45. 

Demultiplex block 59a obtains data 60a and data 60b 
from stream data 55, and data 60a, 60b are the same as 
compressed audio data 68a and compressed video data 58b 
supplied from compressing block 52b of the server shown in 
FIG.S. 

Decoding block 59b obtains moving-picture-related audio 
data 61a in PCM format and moving-picture-related video 
data 61b in YUV format accompanied by the synchronizing 
data. Audio data 61a and video data 61b are the same as 
audio data 57a and video data 57b of server 1 shown in FIG. 
5. 

Based on the synchronizing data, video reproducing block 
59c outputs video data 61b and audio data 61a to display 23 
respectively, while block 59c makes data 61b and data 61a 
synchronize with each other. 

Operation-related display-audio data 56 received is repro 
duced as audio data 56a and video data 56b by remote 
display and operating-function block 45.x. Audio data 56a is 
output to audio output section 26 and reproduced as output 
sound 26a, which includes operation-related sound 26b 
Superposed by moving-picture-related Sound 26c. 
The video data is output on display 23 and displayed as 

display-screen 23a, which includes operation-related back 
ground image 23b Superposed by moving-picture image 23c. 

In the foregoing discussion, the flows of moving-picture 
related audio data and video data are independently 
described. Operations and structures of block 52 exclusively 
processing the transmission of the audio-accompanying 
moving-picture data, and block 59 processing the reproduc 
tion of the audio-accompanying moving-picture data are 
specifically described. The video data is handled in YUV 
format instead of RGB format, so that the video data can be 
compressed at the server and decompressed at the client 
easily with picture quality maintained. 

Operations of the respective blocks demonstrated in this 
embodiment can be realized by software, or units of hard 
ware. Operations of some blocks can be realized by soft 
ware, and those of others can be realized by units of 
hardware. An operation of each one of the blocks can be 
realized by a combination of software and units of hardware. 

Exemplary Embodiment 2 

The second exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion is demonstrated hereinafter with reference to accompa 
nying drawings. FIG. 7 shows a block diagram illustrating a 
remote displaying function and a remote operating function 
of server 1 in accordance with the second embodiment. FIG. 
8 shows a block diagram illustrating a remote displaying 
function and a remote operating function of client 21 in 
accordance with the second embodiment. FIGS. 9A, 9B 
detail the remote operating function of server 1. FIG. 10 
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details a block which processes a transmission of audio 
accompanying moving-picture data. FIG. 11 is a block 
diagram showing a remote displaying function of client 21. 
The same elements as those already described have the same 
reference marks and the descriptions thereof are omitted 
here. 

This embodiment refers to the process of various moving 
picture data obtained from moving-picture data generator 10 
shown in FIG. 1 or from third memory 5 shown in FIG. 1. 
To be more specific, this embodiment refers to the process 
of the moving-picture data in the case of using a known 
compressing method and a known data format. 

In FIG. 7, video-audio conversion-into common format 
block 34 x includes a plurality of decoding modules. Con 
version block 34x Selects a decoding module appropriate to 
audio-accompanying moving-picture data 33 in a format 
unique to respective application Software Supplied from 
application software 31. The selected module decodes mov 
ing-picture data 33 and obtains the audio and video in the 
original formats predetermined to the respective application 
software. 
The foregoing process is detailed hereinafter. In FIG. 7, 

converting block 34 further includes branching module 
34xd. The case, where compression methods and formats of 
moving-picture are different in respective application soft 
ware and are still kept in private, has been previously 
described using FIGS. 2, 4A, 4B. In such a case, a private 
decoder and a private converting module corresponding to 
each application Software are Supplied from a developing 
organization or a sales agency of the application software, 
and those private things are included in converting block 34. 
On the other hand, there are some application software of 

which compression methods and methods of synchronizing 
audio with video are on public view. Another case is that 
moving-picture data generator 10 shown in FIG. 1 includes 
an exclusive moving-picture generator, and its methods of 
compression and synchronization are obvious. In this case, 
the decoding module as discussed above is included in 
converting block 34x. 

This second embodiment provides a structure simpler 
than that described in FIGS. 2 and 4. To be more specific, in 
the case of FIGS. 2 and 4, respective decoding and convert 
ing modules in video-audio conversion-into-common format 
block 34x decode compressed data, and compress it again in 
block 52 that processes the transmission of audio-accompa 
nying moving-picture data. However, if the compression 
method and the data structure are obvious, there is no need 
to decode and compress the data again, so that the decoding 
process can be omitted and the simpler and faster process 
can be realized. 
As such, in the case of using a known decoding method, 

it is not needed to convert the audio and video data into a 
common format, then to compress the data before transmit 
ting the data to the client, and to decode the compressed data 
at the client as the way shown FIG. 2 and FIG. 4. In the 
structure shown in FIG. 7, the data without any modification 
is transmitted to the client, where the data is decoded. 

Branching module 34xid extracts audio-accompany mov 
ing-picture data out of audio-accompanying moving-picture 
data 33 in a unique format, and produces moving-picture 
area data 62 because module 34xd has a un equivalent to 
video-audio distributing block 51 shown in FIG. 2. This 
operation is detailed hereinafter. 

Application software 31 outputs data 33 of audio-accom 
panying moving-picture in a format unique to respective 
applications to video-audio conversion-into-common-for 
mat block 34x, which includes branching module 34xd. 
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Module 34xid outputs moving-picture area data 62 and 
audio-accompanying compressed data 63. The way to pro 
duce area-data 62 is the same as described about video-audio 
distributing block 51 shown in FIG. 2. Moving-picture area 
data 62 is supplied to video-audio converting block 41. 
The audio-accompanying moving-picture data is sent to 

Video-audio distributing block 51 as audio-accompanying 
compressed moving-picture data 63. The decoding method 
of data 63 is known in advance. Then, data 63 is not 
processed in video-audio distributing block 51, video-audio 
synchronizing block 52a, or compressing block 52b, but 
supplied to multiplexing block 52c as it is. Multiplexing 
block 52c obtains stream-data 55 of audio-accompanying 
compressed moving-picture from data 63. 

Other operations are similar to those described in FIG. 2. 
As a result, operation-related display-audio data 56 and 
stream data 55 of audio-accompanying compressed moving 
picture can be transmitted to client 21 from server 1. 
An operation of client 21 is described with reference to 

FIG. 8. At the client, audio-accompanying moving-picture 
data reproducing processing block 59x includes multiplex 
separation bloc 59xa, dedicated decoding block 59xb, and 
video reproducing block 59xc. 
The decoding method of the data is known in advance as 

described previously. Decoding block 59b shown in FIG. 3 
is thus replaced with decoding-only block 59xb, which 
outputs audio-video data 61 accompanied by the synchro 
nizing data. Based on this synchronizing data, video repro 
ducing block 59xic outputs moving-picture-related video 
data 50 in YUV format and moving-picture-related audio 
data 49 in PCM format to display 23 and audio output 
section 26 respectively with those two data synchronized 
with each other. The audio-accompanying moving picture is 
thus reproduced at the place of client 21. 

In the foregoing method, data 63 passes through video 
audio distributing block 51, synchronizing block 52, and 
compressing block 52b without stopping off at those blocks 
in server 1 shown in FIG. 7. Therefore, blocks 52a and 52b 
can be replaced with dedicated multiplexing block 52c 
which outputs the data to remote control block 43. 

Here is another method. 
(1) A predetermined flag is put at the top of data 63 of 

audio-accompanying compressed moving-picture. 
(2) This flag is detected every start-time when data 63 is 

processed in video-audio distributing block 51, video 
audio synchronizing block 52a, and compressing block 
S2P. 

(3) When this flag is detected, the process onward is skipped, 
and the data including the flag is output from the block. 
Here is still another method, i.e., audio-accompanying 

moving-picture reproducing processing block 59x can be 
shared in the following way with audio-accompanying mov 
ing-picture transmission processing block 52 of the server 
shown in FIG. 2. 
(1) Decoding block 59b and dedicated decoding block 59xb 

are placed in parallel. 
(2) The foregoing process of detecting the flag is done 

additionally by multiplex-separation block 59xa. 
(3) When the flag is detected, the data is supplied to 

dedicated decoding block 59xb. If this flag is not detected, 
the data is supplied to decoding block 5%. 
Further, when a plurality of decoding methods are known 

in advance, for instance, various media stored in third 
memory 5 shown in FIG. 1 have their own decoding 
methods or the same medium has plural decoding methods, 
and in the case where moving-picture generator 10 can 
handle those methods, the following method can be used: 
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(1) a plurality of flags discussed above are prepared; 
(2) when the flag is detected at the data in video-audio 

synchronizing block 52a and compressing block 52b, the 
data skips the block; 

(3) processing block 59x has a plurality of decoding blocks; 
and 

(4) a block, which determines which decoding block should 
be selected from the plural flags, is added after multiplex 
separation block 59xa. 
FIG. 9 through FIG. 11 describe FIGS. 7 and 8 more 

specifically. FIGS. 9A and 9B describe server 1 in detail, in 
particular, video-audio conversion-into-common-format 
block 34.x. FIG. 10 details the block which exclusively 
processes the audio-accompanying data. FIG. 11 details 
client 21. 
The process of analog data of moving-picture received by 

a television tuner is described hereinafter with reference to 
FIGS. 9A and 9B. Moving-picture data generator 10 shown 
in FIG. 1 converts the analog data into digital data of the 
moving-picture. This digital data is compressed by a given 
compressing method in advance into compressed moving 
picture data (referred to as compressed data in TV format) of 
which decompressed video is Supposed to display on a 
television (TV) screen. 

This digital data is controlled by the application software 
and sent to branching module 34xid, which obtains com 
pressed audio-data 63a in TV format and compressed video 
data 63b in TV format. Those data have been processed with 
the synchronizing data so that they can be synchronized with 
each other at reproducing. As already described in FIG. 7, 
the data passes through video-audio distributing block 51 
without stopping there and are fed into block 52 that 
processes the transmission of the audio-accompanying mov 
ing-picture. Branching module 34xid outputs also moving 
picture area data 62 in RGB format as described with 
reference to FIGS. 2 and 7. 

Blocks 41, 41 ya, 41-yb, and 43 shown in FIG. 9B 
perform the same processes as blocks 41, 41a, 41b, and 43 
in FIG. 4 respectively. FIG. 10 describes block 52 that 
processes the transmission of the data of audio-accompany 
ing moving-picture. In FIG. 10, compressed audio data 63a 
in TV format and compressed video data 63b in TV format 
pass through video-audio synchronizing block 52a and 
compressing block 52b without stopping there, and enter 
into multiplexing block 52c. 

At client 21 shown in FIG. 11, demultiplex block 59xa 
receive compressed audio data 60a in TV format and com 
pressed video data 60b in TV format, those data are the same 
as data 63a, 63b shown in FIG. 9A. 

Decoding block 59xb dedicated for TV obtains moving 
picture-related audio data 61a in PCM format accompanied 
by the synchronizing data and moving-picture-related video 
data 61b in YUV format accompanied by the synchronizing 
data using a predetermined decoding method. As a result, the 
data of audio-accompanying moving-picture received by the 
TV tuner in the server can be reproduced at the client. 
As discussed above, the compression method, the method 

of synchronizing audio with video, and the data structure of 
the audio-accompanying moving-picture data are disclosed 
in advance. Then the simpler method as described with 
reference to FIG. 7 through FIG. 11 can be used, i.e., the 
foregoing method is simpler than the method described in 
the first embodiment. 

Addition of branching module 34xd to video-audio con 
version-into-common-format block 34 shown in FIG. 2 and 
FIG. 4A allows the following process: Various wide-area 
networks or various media used in the third memory, or the 
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16 
system-only moving-picture generator produces various 
moving-picture data broadcasting media Such as a TV pro 
gram. Those various moving-picture data can be handled at 
a higher speed and in a simpler manner. This method allows 
a server having a lower process capability to process those 
data. 
The present invention can be used regardless of the 

moving-picture data format being in public or in private. 
Therefore, the mechanism of the system can maintain con 
sistency, and the Software that handles moving-picture data 
can be developed in more simple manner. When a system 
trouble occurs, the maintenance can be done with ease. 
The mechanism of the present invention can be used for 

handling Virgin data not compressed or processed (e.g., 
music data). This is detailed as follows: The virgin data not 
compressed or processed can be transmitted as it is to the 
client from the server, and the client does not need to 
decompress the data. 

In the previous embodiments, one client corresponds to 
one server; however, a plurality of clients can respond to one 
server. The server can includes a plurality of application 
software, therefore, the plurality of clients can indepen 
dently control the plurality of application software of the 
SeVe. 

In the previous embodiments, the wireless remote opera 
tion system is described; however, since the operation is 
realized by a wireless system, a cable system having a wider 
transmission bandwidth can adopt this technique without 
any problem. 
The wireless remote operation system of the present 

invention, as discussed previously, can separate background 
data and operation-related audio data from the audio-accom 
panying moving-picture data, and specify a transmission 
format. Those preparations can Suppress data amount to be 
transmitted, thereby lightening the load applied to the trans 
mission bandwidth. As a result, the client can draw the 
picture Smoothly. 

Further, the synchronizing stamp is inserted into the data 
of audio-accompanying moving-picture for synchronizing 
the audio data with the video data before transmission to the 
client. This preparation allows the client to refer to the 
synchronizing stamp for synchronization before reproducing 
the moving picture, so that out of Sync. between Sound and 
picture can be prevented. 
The operations of respective blocks described in the first 

and second embodiments can be carried out by Software, or 
units of hardware. Some of the operations of respective 
blocks described in the first and second embodiments can be 
carried out by software, and others can be carried out by 
units of hardware. They can be also carried out by a 
combination of software and hardware. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A remote operation system comprising: 
(a) a server for handling application Software, said server 

including: 
(a-1) a data conversion block for converting audio 
accompanying moving-picture data, having a format 
unique to the application Software and Supplied from 
the application Software, into formatted video-audio 
data in a common format within the system; 

(a-2) a video-audio distributing block for receiving the 
formatted video-audio data and outputting 1) mov 
ing-picture area data and 2) audio-accompanying 
Video data, said moving-picture area data including 
a given data corresponding to a moving-picture 
portion of the audio-accompanying video data; 
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(a-3) a transmission processing block for 1) adding 
synchronizing data to the audio-accompanying video 
data received from the video-audio distributing 
block to synchronize audio with video and 2) com 
pressing the audio-accompanying video data includ 
ing said synchronizing data into a data stream, said 
transmission processing block outputting the data 
Stream; 

(a-4) a video-audio converting block for adding the 
moving-picture area data to operation-related audio 
display data Supplied from the application Software 
to form operation data for remote operation; 

(a-5) a first remote control block for receiving the 
operation data and the data stream, and separately 
outputting the operation data and the data stream; 
and 

(b) a client for receiving the operation and the data stream 
from said server, the client reproducing the video and 
the audio from the received data stream, and indepen 
dently controlling the application Software in response 
to an operation related to the video and the audio using 
the received operation data. 

2. The remote operation system of claim 1, wherein said 
client includes: 

(b-1) a second control block for receiving the operation 
data and the data stream from said first remote control 
block, and outputting the operation-data, and the data 
stream; and 

(b-2) a reproducing processing block for receiving the 
data stream, decoding the data stream, and synchroniz 
ing the video with the audio thereof, and outputting the 
video and the audio. 

3. The remote operation system of claim 1, wherein said 
transmission processing block includes: 

a video-audio synchronizing block for dividing each of 
the video and the audio into given units, and for 
obtaining audio data accompanied by the synchroniz 
ing data and video data accompanied by the synchro 
nizing data, where numeric data is inserted for Syn 
chronizing the video with the audio between the video 
and the audio divided into the given units; 

a compressing block for compressing the audio data 
accompanied by the synchronizing data and the video 
data accompanied by the synchronizing data respec 
tively, and outputting the compressed audio data and 
the compressed video data; and 

a multiplexing block for putting the compressed audio 
data and the compressed video data into the data stream 
on a given unit-by-unit basis, and outputting the data 
Stream. 

4. The remote operation system of claim 2, wherein said 
transmission processing block includes: 

a video-audio synchronizing block for dividing each of 
the video and the audio into given units, and for 
obtaining audio data accompanied by the synchroniz 
ing data and video data accompanied by the synchro 
nizing data, where numeric data is inserted for Syn 
chronizing the video with the audio between the video 
and the audio divided into the given units; 

a compressing block for compressing the audio data 
accompanied by the synchronizing data and the video 
data accompanied by the synchronizing data respec 
tively, and outputting the compressed audio data and 
the compressed video data; and 

a multiplexing block for putting the compressed audio 
data and the compressed video data into the data stream 
on a given unit-by-unit basis, and outputting the data 
Stream. 

5. The remote operation system of claim 4, wherein said 
reproducing processing block includes: 
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a demultiplex block for receiving the data stream from 

said second remote control block, and demultiplexing 
the data stream into the compressed audio data and the 
compressed video data; 

a decoding block for receiving the compressed audio data 
and the compressed video data, and decoding those 
data respectively into the audio data accompanied by 
the synchronizing data and the video data accompanied 
the by synchronizing data; and 

a video-audio reproducing block for synchronizing the 
audio data with moving picture data which are respec 
tively included in the audio data accompanied by the 
synchronizing data and the video data accompanied by 
the synchronizing data, and reproducing the audio data 
and the moving picture data. 

6. The remote operation system of claim 5, wherein said 
data conversion block includes a branching module, 

wherein, when the audio-accompanying moving-picture 
data having the unique format follows a predetermined 
compression method, said branching module outputs 
the audio-accompanying moving-picture data having 
the unique format to said multiplexing block as audio 
accompanying compressed moving-picture data, and 
outputs the moving-picture area data to said video 
audio converting block, 

wherein said multiplexing block outputs the data stream; 
and 

wherein said decoding block decodes the audio-accom 
panying compressed moving-picture data by a decod 
ing method corresponding to the predetermined com 
pression method. 

7. The remote operation system of claim 1, wherein the 
video data is compressed by MPEG in said transmission 
processing block. 

8. The remote operation system of claim 2, wherein the 
video data is compressed by MPEG in said transmission 
processing block. 

9. The remote operation system of claim 3, wherein the 
video data is compressed by MPEG in said compressing 
block. 

10. The remote operation system of claim 4, wherein the 
video data is compressed by MPEG in said compressing 
block. 

11. The remote operation system of claim 1, wherein said 
moving-picture area data includes data specifying a location 
of said moving-picture portion in said audio-accompanying 
Video data. 

12. The remote operation system of claim 11, wherein said 
moving-picture area data further includes data specifying a 
size of said moving-picture portion in said audio-accompa 
nying video data. 

13. The remote operation system of claim 11, wherein said 
moving-picture area data further includes data specifying a 
color indicating said moving-picture portion in said audio 
accompanying video data. 

14. The remote operation system of claim 1, wherein 
the moving-picture area data includes video data in an 
RGB format, and 

Video data of the audio-accompanying video data is in a 
YUV format. 

15. The remote operation system of claim 2, wherein the 
Video data of the audio-accompanying video data is com 
pressed by MPEG. 

16. The remote operation system of claim 5, wherein the 
video data is compressed by MPEG. 
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